Cut Off Blade Kits and Knives

**601-302 Standard Cut-Off Blade Kit**

The **601-302 Standard Cut-Off Blade Kit** consists of the blade, two E-rings and one pin, providing all parts needed to replace the cut-off blade on the 601-100 Band-Master™ ATS standard manual banding tools and the 601-106 standard pneumatic banding tool. Material is heat treated steel finished with black oxide and rust preventative.

*Note: E-Rings supplied are for body of tool*

**601-301 Standard Cutter Knife**

The **601-301 Standard Cutter Knife** replaces the cutter knife on the 601-100 Band-Master™ ATS standard manual banding tool and the 601-106 standard pneumatic banding tool. Material is heat treated steel finished with black oxide and rust preventative.

**601-305 Micro Cut-Off Blade Kit**

The **601-305 Micro Cut-Off Blade Kit** consists of the blade, two E-rings and one pin, providing all parts needed to replace the cut-off blade on the 601-101 Micro Band-Master™ ATS manual banding tool and the 601-107 pneumatic micro banding tool. Material is heat treated steel finished with black oxide and rust preventative.

*Note: E-Rings supplied are for body of tool*

**601-303 Micro Cutter Knife**

**Cut Off Blade Kits and Knives**

**601-312 Slim Standard Cut-Off Blade Kit**
*The 601-312 Standard Cut-Off Blade Kit* consists of the blade, two pins and screws providing all parts needed to replace the cut-off blade on the 601-109 Band-Master™ ATS Slim Standard manual banding tools and the 601-110 standard pneumatic banding tool. Material is heat treated steel finished with black oxide and rust preventative.

**601-313 Slim Standard Cutter Knife**

**601-316 Nano Cut-Off Blade**

**601-315 Nano Knife**